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A. Task Objectives

The Knowledge Representation Project at the University of Southern
California's Information Sciences Institute (IS1) is tasked to develop a next-
generation knowledge representation system for reasoning about declarative
knowledge structures, together with a programming language that supports
multiple programming paradigms and serves to leverage the interactions
between foreign application programs and the knowledge representation
system. They have combined these features in a system called Loom. The
Loom system enables a "model-based" programming approach to building
knowledge-based software applications: Loom is designed to facilitate
construction and maintenance of explicit, detailed domain models, thus
enabling a highly declarative approach to building intelligent applications.
Applications constructed using Loom are easier to debug, maintain, explain,
and extend than those based on current-generation technology.

A primary goal of the Loom system was to develop tools and techniques that
promote sharing and reuse of knowledge. The Loom knowledge
representation system includes a powerful set of tools for constructing and
statically debugging both the model component of a program and certain
portions of the behavioral specification. Projected benefits of this technology
are that it promotes the degree to which knowledge in the form of declarative
models can be shared across multiple cooperating systems, e.g., by a natural
language system and an ex'vrt system; and that it increases the extent to
which a model developed for one application can be reused in another
application. The benefits are possible in great part because of the stress that
Loom technology places on the explicit representation of knowledge.

B. Technical Problem

A typical Loom application program consists of an explicit, detailed model of
the application domain, together with a procedural specification that defines
the behavior of the application program. The Loom modeling language
contains a rich set of primitives for constructing declarative representations
of a model. This makes it possible for a relatively high percentage of a Loom
application to be expressed declaratively. Loom has made a much greater
investment in developing a powerful deductive facility than any of the
current-generation of KR systems, and as a consequence, declarative domain
knowledge plays a more significant role in Loom applications than in those
built using current-generation technology.

Loom's reasoning architecture centers around an inference engine called a
concept classifier. ISI has been at the forefront in developing classifier
technology during the last decade. The classifier has proved to be a means
for (1) increasing the system's deductive power; (2) enabling significant
improvements in system performance; and (3) coordinating the use of
multiple speciai-purpose reasoners within a single software architecture.
The Loom language fuses four different programming paradigms, each of
whch exhbibis model-driven characteristics: (1) in object-oriented



programming the action chosen to perform a task is the one which most
closely matches the current knowledge base state; (2) in event-driven
programming (e.g., a production rule system) a program can react directly to
changes in the state of the knowledge base; (3) in logic programming, the
logical consequences of each program decision are automatically propagated
throughout the knowledge base; (4) in goal-driven programming problem
solving is accomplished using heuristic search techniques.

The principal problems to be solved by the project were (i) to extend the
power and scope of classifier technology to enable routine use of a classifier
within intelligent applications, and (ii) to demonstrate the successful
integration of multiple programming paradigms within a single knowledge
representation system.

C. General Methodology

Loom is a stand-alone knowledge representation system, designed to support
the execution of intelligent software applications. Loom is implemented in
the Common Lisp programming language, which enables its use by other
DARPA-sponsored research projects in the area of intelligent software
systems. Loom technology is being validated by actual usage by other
DARPA and non-DARPA projects. At the-terminination of this contract,
Loom was being used by five other projects within ISI, and Loom had been
distributed to more than 20 universities and corporations outside of ISI.

D. Technical Results

The inferential capabilities of the Loom system match or exceed those of
current-generation commercial shells. Loom provides several capabilities not
found in any of these systems, including (1) an ability to automatically
organize and validate domain terminology;, (2) an ability to reason with
incomplete descriptions of domain objects; (3) an object-oriented message
passing protocol that is strictly more general than those found in other
systems.

Below, we list some specific results achieved during the execution of this
contract.

Dpveloped an incremental classifier that can automatically recompile its

definition hierarchy when definitions or constraints are revised. This
facility permits a classifier to be applied to the task of incrementally
constructing large knowledge networks.

Extended the classifier's representation and reasoning capabilities:
Added a role-relation hierarchy to complement the concept' Ilierarchy;
added support for sets, arithmetic intervals and inverse relations.
Resolved a long-standing problem of how to represent necessary and



sufficient conditions by providing separate reasoning components for
handling definitional and constraint knowledge. Added the ability to
represent n-ary relations. Enhanced the Loom classifier with the ability
to represent arbitrary disjunctive descriptions. Loom's deductive
capabilities are now sufficient to support a unification-based parsing
application.

" Achieved a solution to a long-standing Al problem by designing and
implementing a default logic which (i) can represent a wide variety of
default rules (ii) produces deterministic responses for all possible states of
a knowledge base, and (iii) computes these responses rapidly enough for
use within on-line application programs.

" Interfaced a reasoner for Horn rules with the Loom classifier, resulting in
a hybrid reasoner for a logic that is strictly more expressive than either
logics supported by current-generation shells, or logics for languages such
as Prolog.

" Developed a method dispatching facility that extends traditional object-
oriented programming by utilizing a pattern-driven dispatch facility,
enabling method selections to be sensitive to arbitrary states in a
knowledge base.

" Widened the scope of the classifier's ability to rapidly detect and
circumscribe inconsistencies in a knowledge base. Loom implements a
four-valued logic that enables it to perform deductions over knowledge
bases containing inconsistent facts.

E. Important Findings and Conclusions

The Loom system demonstrates that a concept classifier can be successfully
used in applications that operate over medium-scale domains. Before the
advent of the Loom system, the use of concept classifiers was restricted to a
small number of researchers. The Loom system is enabling the transition of
classifier technology to a much wider class of users, where it provides a
valuable service in organizing and validating knowledge-based applications.

The Loom system also demonstrates the feasibility of combining a number of
different programming paradigms within a single programming language.
By adopting a common declarative framework to underlie all of the
implemented paradigms, the Loom system has demonstrated that multiple
reasoners and programming disciples can be made to interoperate smoothly,
so that application developers who use multiple paradigms view their
applications as single programs, rather as a set of distinct reasoning modules.

k'. Significant Hardware Deveiopment

Not applicable.

G. Special Comments



None.

IL Implications for Further Research

The end of the current project witnessed efforts to apply Loom to applications
whose requirements in terms of scalie exceeded the system's capabilities. An
important focus of future work will be to interface Loom to relational
database management systems (DBMSs), and to object-oriented database
systems (OODBS), thus enabling Loom to be used with much larger
applications.

Although the Loom system has been a leader in developing classifiers that
recognize increasingly expressive concept definition languages, Loom users
are requesting still greater expressive power. A future version of Loom will
implement a classifier able to operate on concept definitions phrased using
the full first order predicate calculus.

A concept classifier is likely to prove to be a particularly valuable tool for
constructing reusable domain ontologies. To be successful, however, such a
tool needs to be embedded in an environment specifically tailored for this
purpose. One focus of future work will be to enhance Loom with additional
capabilities specific to an ontology-building-environment.-
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